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The Ephemerals is a collective of Indigenous women, including Jaimie Isaac, Nicola Little, 
and Jenny Western, from Winnipeg, Manitoba interested in curatorial and creative based 
research whom work with reoccurring collaborator Kerri-Lynn Reeves of European settler 
descent. The collective’s projects are fuelled by collaborative interventions, that often push 
the boundaries of perceived Indigeneity within a political and social context that respond to 
contemporary issues. The Ephemerals draw inspiration from their combined curatorial, multi-
disciplinary art practices and mixed cultural backgrounds. 

Jaimie Isaac (Anishnabe/British member of Sagkeeng First Nation) is a curator, artist and arts 
administrator in Winnipeg, MB. She is the secretary of the Aboriginal Curatorial Collective 
national board of directors. Jaimie holds a degree in Art History and an Arts and Cultural 
Management certificate from the University of Winnipeg and is currently completing an MA 
at the University of British Columbia. Nicola Little (Oji-Cree/British member of Garden Hill 
First Nation) is a cultural worker and artist located in Winnipeg, MB. She is the President of 
the Independent Media Arts Alliance, Treasurer of National Indigenous Media Arts Collation, 
Secretary of Urban Shaman Inc and holds a BFA from University of Manitoba. Artistically, 
Little is interested in Indigenous community-based practices. Jenny Western (Oneida, Stock-
bridge-Munsee/European member of the Brothertown Indian Nation of Wisconsin) is a cura-
tor, writer, and educator based in Winnipeg, Manitoba. She holds an undergraduate degree in 
History from the University of Winnipeg and a Masters in Art History and Curatorial Practice 
from York University in Toronto. Kerri-Lynn Reeves (European-settler descent) is an interdis-
ciplinary artist from Winnipeg, Manitoba. She holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts – Honours degree 
from the University of Manitoba and is currently a Master of Fine Arts candidate at Concordia 
University. At the heart of it, her work explores the relationship of the social and the material.

2014 MoCNA Social Engagement Art Residency through the Artist Leadership Program 
for Museums and Cultural Institutions is supported by the National Museum of the Amer-
ican Indian, Smithsonian Institution. The Museum of Contemporary Native Arts (MoCNA), 
a centre of the Institute of American Indian Arts (IAIA), encourages creative expression 
across the fields of arts and culture as an opportunity to engage/establish/foster/cultivate in 
cross-cultural dialogue with communities at the local, national and global level. Indigenous 
“Creatives” working in a variety of mediums, submitted thoughtful and intelligent applications 
from across the United States and abroad. The residency took place from August 11 to 20, 
2014, with an invitation to attend an additional three days in conjunction with Santa Fe’s Indian 
Market. The residency invited the artists to participate in conducting research, creating per-
formative embedments and providing talks to the public during time in Santa Fe. The museum 
documented the process and final works were shown in the MoCNA Artist studio.

The Ephemerals would like to thank the peoples and landscapes of New Mexico for 
hosting us and sharing with us their vast knowledges; the team at IAIA Musuem of Con-
temporary Native Arts for their support, commaraderie, and assistance, especially Andrea 
Hanley, Patsy Phillips, Chris Dixon, John Joe, Thomas Atencio, Sallie Wesaw Sloan, and Tatiana 
Lomahaftewa-Singer; Keevin Lewis from the National Museum of the American Indian, Smith-
sonian Institution; Charlene Carr at the Instiute of American Indian Arts; Rose Marie Cutropia; 
Keith Grosbeck; Elysia Poon at the School for Advanced Research; the Santa Clara Pueblo 
community for hosting us at Feast Day; Merry Scully and Michelle Gallagher Roberts at the 
New Mexico Museum of Art; the Espanola Valley Fibres Art Center; Glenna Dean, natural dye 
extraordinaire; the Santa Fe Botanical Gardens docents; Pillar Agoyo; Dallin Maybee of the 
Southwestern Association of Indian Arts; Patricia Michaels; Amber Dawn Bear Robe; Kathryn 
Davis; and last but not least our wonderful fellow Social Engagement Resident Rosy Simas.
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PAGE 1 - THE PROJECT

The Ephemerals Collective (Jaimie Isaac, Niki Little, Jenny Western), with collaborator 
Kerri-Lynn Reeves (“Four Amigos”), accessed the Museum of Contemporary Native Art’s 
(MoCNA) collection to investigate the complexities of Indigenous identity during the Social 
Engagement Residency Program, August 11 - 23, 2014. As MoCNA has an extensive collection 
of First Nation’s material culture, and in consideration the geographical and cultural posi-
tion of Santa Fe, we explored the gallery to investigate the conventions and construction of 
identity in fashion. During the residency, we created performative embedments throughout 
Santa Fe, alongside an exhibition and programming within the gallery and Indian Market and 
produced work that reflected our time on these lands.
 
Noticing a materialization of appropriated Indigenous-inspired fashion trends in popular cul-
ture, we feel that there is a need to consider the context and implication of cultural inspired 
apparel and what clothing signifies. This is of particular importance when we consider objects 
that carry a rich complex Aboriginal Art History, that are not only still being practiced today 
but also appropriated into a larger cultural commodity and consumed in cultural tourism. 
Assuming the role of both curators and artists, we proposed an intervention with the gallery’s 
extensive Permanent Collection by interaction with local artists and crafters within the Santa 
Fe proximity. We take this as a point of departure to examine our own pilgrimage down from 
Canada to New Mexico, crossing political and cultural borders as we go. The blurring of 
performance and social justice in this story can be reflected in our own engagement with 
MoCNA, Indian Market and the community. We, too, are interested in working with a commu-
nity of people on a shared goal, on a local level using local means. With consideration that 
cultural tourism is so much about experiencing the food and fashion, we wanted to further 
unpack how community is affected and implicated.

While we started working with a theme that came from specific example of the cult classic 
film, The Three Amigos, a complex instance of social engagement and cultural appropria-
tion in mainstream pop culture familiar to most. After being in Sante Fe for a short time, our 
original concept changed to acknowledge, respect and honour place-based engagement and 
relationships.  We were inspired not only by the people we connected with and the food we 
ate, but also, the place-based connection to the land and the territory we have been honoured 
to be invited on. We engaged layers of diverse knowledges, both through books and theory 
as well as and maybe more importantly gathered knowledge that was generated from land-
based experience. What was artistically produced in the residency reflects those experiences 
and knowledges. What was physically created was a manifestation of experiences, revealing 
layers of knowledge, politics, land and cultural congruence. The Zine displays a log/ journal 
of experiences that chronicles the artistic process and provides context about the project. 
The dress, worn in subtle sartorial interventions, represents the layers of knowledge, cultural 
innovation, and contact zones based on our gathered understanding and encounters. The lo-
calized dress was designed and constructed in Santa Fe, with each layer being naturally dyed 
with local plants picked from advised recommendations and sought research. 
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